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Chapter 4 Variable/Comment 
 

The user normally uses the devices directly in the program. As a rule, the user needs to know what the 

devices are used for in the program. A simple method is to input the Comment in the device. The better 

method is to specify a variable in the device and use the variable in the place the device is used. In XG5000, 

just one of the comment and the variable, or both of them can be specified in the device. In addition, the 

declared variable/comment can be used in all the programs. 

 

4.1  Variable/Comment 
 

Variable/Comment is composed of View Variable, View Device and View Flag. 

View Variable is used to declare the variable to be used in the program, or to display the whole list of the 

declared variables based on the variables. View Device is used to declare the variable to be used in the 

program, or to display the whole list of the declared variables based on the devices. View Flag is used to 

display the list of the flags provided as declared. Flags are classified into the system flag, High Speed link 

flag, P2P flag and PID flag.  

 

 

4.1.1  View Variable  
 

It is used to display the whole list of the declared Variables/Comments. 
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4.1.2  View Device  
  

It is used to display the list of the Variables/Comments declared from the device input with its type changed. 

 

[Dialog Box] 

 

.  

 

[Description of Dialog Box] 

a. Device: used to display the list of the variables/comments from the device input. 

b. Type: used to display the list of the variables/comments with the device type selected. 

 

Note  

 A portion of F, L and K device is Read Only device. The color of the background will be displayed in 

gray, and the cell can not be edited. 

 

a 
b 
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4.1.3  View Flag  
 

[Dialog Box] 

 

 

 

[Description of Dialog Box] 

a. Flag kind: used to select kind of flag among System, HS link, P2P and PID. 

b. All: used to display the whole list of the flags selected from [Flag kind]. As for the system flag, all the 

details only will be displayed on the screen. If [All] is not checked, only the flag applicable to [Parameter 

number] and [Block index] will be displayed. 

c. Parameter number: This will be active only for High-speed link, P2P and PID flag. Only the flag item of the 

input parameter number will be displayed.  

   (Example. If Parameter Number 1 is input, it will be as shown below.)  

a b c d 
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d. Block index: This will be active only for High Speed link and P2P flag. Only the flag item of the input block 

index will be displayed. (Example. If Block index 120 is input, it will be as shown below.) 

 

 

Notes  

- View Flag can not declared since the flags are Read Only variables. 
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4.2  Variable/Comment Edit  
 

On the list of the presently declared variables/Comments, Variable, Type, Device and Comment item can be 

edited. In addition, a new variable can be added to the list of the variables/comments to use in the program. 

 

 

4.2.1  Variable/Comment Register 
 

This is used to register the variable/comment to use in the program. In order to register on the list of variables/ 

comments, go through View Variable or View Device as well. 

 

1) View Variable Register 
 

A variable can be added on, changed or deleted from the list of variables/comments. 

 

[Dialog Box] 

 

 

 

  

 

 

a b c d 

e 
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[Description of Dialog Box]  

a. Variable: The declared variable can not be duplicated with the identical name. 

- A figure is unavailable for the first character. 

- A special character is unavailable. (However,‘_’ is available.) 

- Empty character is unavailable. 

- A name identical to the device is unavailable. (Example. P0, PF,…) 

- Hexadecimal format is unavailable. (Example. h23, hf,…) 

- When all the lines are empty, the type of the variable if input will be BIT as the default. 

b. Type: Available types to input are BIT, WORD and BIT/WORD only. 

- For S device, BIT type only available. 

- For Z, ZR, N device, WORD type only available. 

- For T, C device, BIT/WORD type only available. 

- And for other devices, BIT, WORD type only available. 

- If the type is changed on the list of variables/comments declared, the device format will be 

 changed as applicable to the type. 

c. Device: The declared device can not be duplicated with the identical name. 

- When all the lines are empty and a device is input, type of the device will be displayed with BIT,  

WORD or BIT/WORD according to the device format. 

- If the device is changed on the list of variables/comments declared, the type will be changed to 

 BIT, WORD or BIT/WORD as applicable to the device format. 

- The device of the flag area can not be registered on the list of variables/comments. 

d. Comment: All the characters are available to input. 

- Use Ctrl + Enter key to apply the multi-line input. 

e. Line Efficiency: [Variable] or [Comment] is required to register on the list of variables/comments. 

- If nothing is registered on the list of variables/comments, it will be displayed in pink. 

 

Notes  

- If any error occurs during the cell edit, it will be impossible to move to the next cell. 

- Press ESC key to recover the previous value during the cell edit. 
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2) View Device Register 
 

A variable can be added on, changed or deleted from the list of variables/comments. 

 

[Dialog Box] 

  

 

[Comment of Dialog Box]  

a. Variable: The declared variable can not be duplicated with the identical name. 

- A figure is unavailable for the first character. 

- A special character is unavailable. (However,‘_’ is available.) 

- Empty character is unavailable. 

- A name identical to the device is unavailable. (Example. P0, PF,…) 

- Hexadecimal format is unavailable. (Example. h23, hf,…). 

b. Comment: All the characters are available to input. 

- Use Ctrl + Enter key to apply the multi-line input. 

a b 
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4.2.2  Copy, Cut, Delete, Paste 
Copy, Cut, Delete and Paste can be executed to edit the list of variables/Comments used in the program. 

 

1) Copy 
It is used to save the data of the area selected to copy in the clipboard. The copied details can be added to 

the present project or other projects. Paste on other applications is also available. 

[Steps]  

1. Select the area to copy. 

2. Select [Edit] - [Copy] on the menu.  

 

Notes  

- How to select the area is as follows; 

- Use the mouse to select the cell of (0,0) in order to select the whole table 

- Select [Edit] - [Select All] in order to select the whole table. 

- Use the mouse to select the column header of the cell in order to select the whole columns. 

- Use the mouse to select the row header of the cell in order to select the whole rows. 

- Use the mouse to drag the part of the cell in order to select the area.  

- Use Shift + Arrow keys on the keyboard in order to select the area. 

 

2) Delete 
It is used to delete the data of the selected area from the list of variables/comments. 

[Steps]  

1. Select the area to delete. 

2. Select [Edit] - [Delete] on the menu. 

 

Notes  

- View Flag can not be edited exclusively for Read. 

 

3) Cut 
It is used to save the selected data in the clipboard in order to add to the present project or other projects. 

Besides, it will delete the selected data. 

[Steps] 

1. Select the area to cut. 

2. Select [Edit]-[Cut] on the menu. 
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4) Paste 
It displays the data saved in the clipboard on the selected position. If the data is already displayed, the Dialog 

Box will be called to select and change the data. 

 

* If the data saved in the clipboard is a part of columns, 

[Steps]  

1. Select the position to paste on. 

2. Select [Edit]-[Paste] on the menu. 

3. If the variable and the device are identical on the list of variables/comments, the dialog box will be called. 

 

[Dialog Box] 
 

 
 
[Comment of Dialog Box] 

a. Number: used to display the duplicated number of the variables and devices to paste. 

b. Replace: used to apply Paste. 

c. Gray Line: used to display the existing list of variables/comments, which will not be edited. 

d. White Line: used to display the list of variables/comments obtained from the clipboard, which will not  

be edited.

a b 

c 

d 

e 
f 
g 
h 
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e. OK: applies the lines of the selected check box. The existing list of variables/comments will be deleted to 

add a new list of variables/comments. 

f. Cancel: The existing list of variables/comments will not be deleted, and a new the list of variables/ 

comments will not be applied accordingly. 

g. Select All: used to check all the check boxes in the [Replace] column. 

h. Reset: used to cancel all the selected check boxes in the [Replace] column. 
 
* If the data saved in the clipboard is of the partial columns, 

[Steps]  

1. Select the position to paste on.  

2. Select [Edit]-[Paste] on the menu.  

3. If the variable and the device are identical on the list of variables/comments, the dialog box will be called. 
  
[Dialog Box] 

 

 

 

c 

d 

a b 

e 
f 
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[Comment of Dialog Box] 

a.  Number: used to display the duplicated number of the variables and devices to paste. 

b.  Replace: used to apply Paste. 

c.  Gray Line: used to display the data in the existing cell, which will not be edited. 

d.  White Line: If the variable or device of the data to paste is duplicated, it will be automatically increased 

and then displayed on the screen. In addition, the cell can be edited. 

e.  Select All: used to check all the check boxes in the [Replace] column. 

f.  Reset: used to cancel all the selected check boxes in the [Replace] column. 

 

 

 

Notes  

- If all items are identical, the cell cannot be edited, while if partially identical, the cell can be edited. 

- If the number of the columns saved in the clipboard is greater than the number of the columns to 

paste, it is not possible to paste. 

- If the data saved in the clipboard is greater than the number of the lines to paste, it is not possible to 

paste. 

- Paste in View Device will regard the data saved in the clipboard as the partial columns. 

- Paste is not available in View Flag but in other Excel program. 

 

4.2.3 Insert Line  
 

It is used to insert new lines as many as the lines of the selected area, which will make the existing lines 

move downward. 

 

[Steps]  

1. Select the area to insert the lines into.  

2. Select [Edit] - [Insert Line] on the menu. 
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.  

  

 

Notes  

- If no cell is selected, one cell will be added to the last line. 

- If Enter key or Tab key is selected at the last of the lines, a new line will be created. 

- It is available only in View Variable. 
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4.2.4 Delete Line  
 

It is used to delete the lines as many as the lines of the selected area. 

 

[Steps]  

1. Select the area to delete the lines from. 

2. Select [Edit] - [Delete Line] on the menu. 

 

 
 

 

Notes  

- If no cell is selected, [Delete Line] will not be executed. 

- It is available only in View Variable. 
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4.2.5  Automatic Fill 
It is used to increase or decrease variables and devices to add on the list of variables/comments.  

[Steps]  

1. Move the mouse to the end of the cell and the mouse cursor will change to + shape. 

2. Move the mouse upward and downward with its left button being pressed. 

 
 

 
 
[Details]  

a. Variable: Since the variable can not be declared as duplicated, the Automatic Fill shall be always 

executed. The case with figures will be found to increase the figures automatically. If there is no figures in 

the variable, 1 is added at the end of firstly copied variable, and the number will be increased 

automatically. 

b. Type: The cell will be filled with the value in copied type. If the device and the type are not identical, the 

device will change to conform to the type. If identical, the device will not change. 

c. Device: Since the device can not be declared as duplicated, the Automatic Fill shall be always executed. 

The case with figures will be found to increase the figures automatically. If the device and the type are not 

identical, the type will change to conform to the device.  

d. Comment: If Automatic Fill is executed with Ctrl key being pressed, the figures area will automatically 

increase, and if with Ctrl key not pressed, it will be copied. 
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4.2.6  Drag and Drop 
 

It is used to copy the selected items to paste on different positions. 

 

[Steps]  

1. Select the area to drag and drop. 

2. The mouse cursor will change to the state available for drag and drop. 

3. With the left mouse button being pressed, drag and drop the selected items onto a position to paste on. 

 

 

Notes  

- If Automatic Fill is executed with an empty cell, it will be deleted. 

- Automatic Fill is available for many cells. 

- It is available only in View Variable and View Device. 
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[Details]  

a.  Drag and drop is available onto Variable Monitoring Window. 

b.  Drag and drop is available onto LD Window.  

c.  Copy is available when drag and drop is executed onto Excel program. 

d.  Drag and drop is available onto Data Traces window. 

e.  Drag and drop is available onto View Variable of other XG5000 programs.  

f.  Drag and drop is available onto View Device of other XG5000 programs. 

 

Notes  

- Data is not moved but just copied always when dragged and dropped. 

- Paste is not available in View Flag. 

 

4.2.7  Undo/Redo 
Undo is used to cancel the edited detail in order to return to its previous state. Redo cancels again the 

operation of Edit Cancel.  

 

[Details] 

1. Undo/Redo is available for Cell Edit. 

2. Undo/Redo is available for Change. 

3. Undo/Redo is available for All Change. 

4. Undo/Redo is available for Delete. 

5. Undo/Redo is available for Cut. 

6. Undo/Redo is available for Paste. 

7. Undo/Redo is available for Automatic Fill. 

8. Undo/Redo is available for Insert Line. (Only in View Variable) 

9. Undo/Redo is available for Delete Line. (Only in View Variable) 

10. Undo/Redo is available for drag and drop. 

11. Undo/Redo is available for Align. (Only in View Variable) 
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Notes  

- In View Variable, if the data is moved to other windows or a variable is added in LD and IL, all the   

  information for Undo/Redo will disappear. 

- In View Device, if the device item changes, all the information for Undo/Redo will disappear. 

- It is not used in View Flag. 

 

4.2.8  Export to File 
It is used to save the previously declared list of variables/Comments on the file and to open and read in the 

external programs. 

 

[Steps]  

1. Select [Edit] - [Export to File] on the menu. 
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Notes  

- It is available only in View Variable. 

 

4.2.9  U Device Automatic Register 
 

It is used to register variables of the respective module by referring to the special module information specified 

in I/O parameter. The user can modify the variable and the comment. 

 

[Steps]  

1. Set the special module on the slot in I/O parameter. 
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2. Select [Edit] - [Register Module Variable Comments] on the menu. 
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Notes  

- Delete all the existing information of the U devices to add on the list of variables/comments referring to 

  the presently specified I/O parameter. 

 

4.2.10 Automatic Registration of Network Variables 
 

It is the function to add the variables allocated from the XG-CANOpen tool to XG5000.  

 

1) How to create network variables  
1. Register the CANOpen module in the project window and press ‘Apply’ button.  
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2. Then, the CANOpen module items will be created in the project window.  

 

3. Click the CANOpen module items to execute the XG-CANopen tool. 
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4. Click the master items to select the registration information. 

 

 

 

5. After setting up the device for diagnosis variable items in the PLC area, press ‘Apply’ button.  

6. The allocated variable list will be displayed in the diagnosis variable table.  
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2) Automatic registration of Network variables  
1. Click the menu [Edit]-[Automatic Registration of Network Variables]. 

2. Then, the message “Do you want to add the variable allocated from XG-CANopen to XG5000?” will be 

displayed.  

 

 

3. Select [Yes] button]. 

4. Select ‘Variable/Comment’ in the project window. 

 Then, the network variables will be automatically registered and displayed. 
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4.2.11  Preview 
This function is used to previously show the screen which will be printed. 

[Steps] 

1. The window to previously show shall be displayed on the screen. 

2. Select [Project]-[Preview] on the menu.  
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Notes  

- By changing the size of the column, the window previously displayed on the screen can be adjusted. 

- In View Device, all the areas of the specified type will be displayed on the Previous View screen. 

- In View Variable, incomplete variables displayed on the present screen will be also displayed on the 

 Preview screen. 
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4.2.12  Print 
 

It is used to print the window displayed on the screen in View Variable, View Device and View Flag. 

 

[Steps] 

1. The window to print shall be displayed on the screen. 

2. Select [Project]-[Print] on the menu. 

 

Notes  

- By changing the size of the column, the details to be printed on paper can be adjusted. 

- In View Device, all the areas of the specified type will be printed. 

- In View Variable, incomplete variables displayed on the present screen will be also printed. 

 

4.2.13 Convenient Functions 
 

1) Align 
- Double-click the column header to align in the descending sequence and in the ascending sequence.  

- Presently aligned positions are displayed with the arrow direction. 

 

Notes  

- It is available only in View Variable and View Flag. 

- If the View mode changes to View Variable, types and devices will be aligned to display.  

 

2) View 
- Screen Zoom-In: shows the screen magnified. 

- Select [View]-[Zoom-In] on the menu. 

- Screen Zoom-Out: shows the screen reduced. 

- Select [View]-[Zoom-Out] on the menu. 

- Use of Combo Box for screen Zoom-In/Zoom-Out. 

- Select the magnification rate of  in the combo box of the toolbar. 
- Width Automatic Adjust: adjusts the column size applicably to the String length of the cell. 

- Select [View]-[Resize Width] on the menu. 

- Height Automatic Adjust: adjusts the line height applicably to the String height of the cell. 

- Select [View]-[Resize Height] on the menu. 
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3) Shortcut Keys 
Shortcut Keys Comment 

Home Used to move to the first in the cell. 

End Used to move to the end in the cell. 

Ctrl + Home Used to move to the first cell position. 

Ctrl + End Used to move to the last cell position. 

Shift + Ctrl + Home From the present to the highest cells selected. 

Shift + Ctrl + End From the present to the lowest cells selected. 

Shift + Page Up From the cell to the page up position selected. 

Shift + Page Down From the cell to the page down position selected. 

Shift + Tab,  

Shift + Enter 

Used to move to the next cell (right->left, bottom->top), and to move to the last cell 

in the first cell. 

Tab, Enter Used to move to the next cell (left->right, top->bottom). A new line will be created in 

the last call. 

Ctrl + Enter Multi-line will be input in the comment column. 

 

4.2.14 EtherNet/IP Tag Export 
 

1. Select the menu [Project]-[Save EtherNet/IP tags to file]. 

 

 

2. In the window to set up EtherNet/IP variable, click [Add Variable] button. 

- Enter the variable in the window to add variables.  

- Select the data type. 

- Input the device. 
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3. You can see the variable is added to the window to set up EtherNet/IP variable. 

 

4. Click [Save] button in the window to set up EtherNet/IP variable. 

 

5. Save the EtherNet/IP variable as CSV file.
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4.3 Sharing Variable 
 

XG5000 is programming tool for PLC. In PLC program, factor and step consist of variable and device. 

Variable and device need to be observed by external device. To be observed by external program, saves 

variable and device as CSV file. 

Flag and Variable/Comments can be saved 

 

4.3.1 Saving Variable/Comment 
 

[Steps] 

1. Select item to be saved in project window. 
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2. Select [Project]-[Save Variable Names to File]  

 
 

[Dialog box] 

 

 
 

a b 

d 

e 

c 
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[Description of dialog box] 

a. Item for saving: select item to be saved. 

-. If you check upper box, all lower boxes are checked. 

-. If you click on +, - button, tree is enlarged or reduced. 

- If you click one item, variables of selected item shows art right grid. 

b. Application: only selected variable is saved. 

c. File Path: specifies file path where CSV file is saved 

d. Save: if you click on this button, the following dialog box shows. Set the file path and file name. 

 

- Default file name is PLC name and you can change it.  

- If you press ‘SAVE’, CSV file is created and saved. 

- If you press ‘Cancel’, CSV file is not created and the window is closed 

e. Cancel: CSV file is not created and the window is closed. 

 

4.3.2 CSV File Structure 
 

Remark Title=CSV File 

Remark Date=2009-1-14 

Remark Version=Ver3.0 

Remark PLC Name=NewPLC 

Remark CPU Type=XGK-CPUH 

Type Scope Variable Address Data Type Property Comment 

Tag VariableComment Data1 M0000 WORD  Memory 1 
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Tag VariableComment Data2 M0001 WORD  Memory 1 

Tag VariableComment Data3 M0002 WORD  Memory 1 

Tag VariableComment Data4 M0003 WORD  Memory 1 

Tag VariableComment Data5 M0004 WORD  Meemory 1 

Tag VariableComment Data6 M0005 WORD  Memory 1 

Tag VariableComment Button1 P00000 BIT  Lamp 1 

Tag VariableComment Button 2 P00001 BIT  Lamp 2 

Tag VariableComment Button 3 P00002 BIT  Lamp 3 

Tag VariableComment Button 4 P00003 BIT  Lamp 4 

Tag VariableComment Button 5 P00004 BIT  Lamp 5 

Tag VariableComment Button 6 P00005 BIT  Lamp 6 

 

[Description of file structure] 

1. Remark: shows information (shows data for reference) 

Title: displays file format 

Date: displays file-created date 

Version: displays file version 

PLC Name: displays Configuration name 

CPU Type: displays CPU type 

2. Type: displays data type  

Scope: displays scope which tag is belonged to   

Variable: displays variable name 

Address: displays device of variable (displayed in XGK, XGI format) 

Data Type: displays data type (displayed in XGK, XGI format) 

Property: displays whether this variable is Auto-variable(A) read-only variable(R) 

Comment: displays comment of variable 

3. Tag: displays content of variable  

 

Note  

- In case ‘ ” ’ is used in comment, it changes into ‘ $Q ’ in CSV file   

- In case ‘ $ ’ is used in comment, it changes into “ $$ ” in CSV file  
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4.3.3 Import External Variable in XG-PD 
 

In order to refer to the variable and device of PLC program in XG-PD, specifies as shown below 

 

[Steps] 

1. Saves CSV file at XG5000 to be used in XG-PD. CPU type of XG5000 and XG-PD should be same. 

 

2. Select area to use external variable in High-speed Link Block and click on right button of mouse. Select 

[Import variable name] in the created context menu  
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3. Click “File Open” and select file created by step 1. Then click on ‘Open’. 
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4. If you select item in data item, the variable list shows. Select variable in variable list and click ‘OK’ 

 

 

5. In High-Speed Link window, Read area, variable, variable comment is shown as below 
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4.4 XGK Automatic Variable 
 

Describes on information when using automatic variable in XGK series 

In Global Variable, you can declare commonly used variable and see already declared variable list. In Device 

Comment, you can declare comment of device and, edit comment and see already declared comment.   

In Local Variable, you can declare variable used in one program and see already declared local variable. You 

can register global variable as External variable to be used in relevant program 

 

4.4.1 Global Variable 
 

Declares variable and shows entire list of global variable  
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4.4.2 Device Comment  
 

Inputs device or show comment of device 

 

[Dialog box] 

 

  

 

[Description of dialog box] 

a. Device: shows device comment list according to type 

b. Type: show device comment list according to type 

- WORD, only BIT/WORD are available 

- For S device, only BIT type is available 

- For Z, ZR, N device, only WORD type is available 

- For T, C device, only BIT/WORD type is available 

- For other devices, BIT/WORD type is available 

c. Show defined comments: displays defined comments. 

 

Note  

- Device is different according to CPU type. 

- Background of read-only device is gray and shell can’t be edited  
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4.4.3  Registering Global Variable 
 

Registers global variable to be used in program. You can register global variable in Global Variable tap. 

 

1) Registering in Global Variable 
 

You can add, modify and delete global variable in Global Variable tap. 

 

[Dialog box] 
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[Description of dialog box]  

a.  Variable kind: only VAR_GLOBAL can be here 

b.  Variable: duplicated variable name is not allowed. 

- Number can’t be used as the first character. 

- Special character can’t be used. (But,‘_’ can be used.) 

- Empty space can’t be used. 

- Same name with device is not allowed (example: M0, F0....) 

- In case all item in line are empty, if you input variable, type will be the BIT, default value 

c.  Type: total 23 types are available. 

- Basic type (17): (BIT, NIBBLE, BYTE, WORD, DWORD, LWORD, SINT, INT, DINT, LINT, USINT, UINT,  

  UDINT, ULINT, REAL, LREAL, STRING, TIMER0_1, TIMER1, TIMER10, TIMER100,  

 COUNTER) 

- Additional type by Module (6): (TIMER0_1, TIMER1, TIMER10, TIMER100, COUNTER, FB_INST) 

d.  Device: inputs device. If you don’t input device, automatically allocated area is displayed. 

- N/A[AUTO]: When device is not allocated automatically 

- Device[AUTO]: When device is allocated automatically (Example, D0000.0[AUTO]) 

e.  Latch: For automatic variable, sets non-latch, latch1, latch2 

- When allocating device, latch column is not activated 

- You can edit latch area at device area setting window of basic parameter 

f.  Used: displays whether it is used or not in program. 

g.  Comment: all kind of characters are allowed. 

- Use Ctrl + Enter for multi-line input 

h. Effectiveness of line: Variable kind, variable, type are necessary for registering at global variable window 

- When line is not complete, that line is displayed as pink color 

 

Note  

- When editing shell, if error occurs, it is displayed as pink color 

- When editing shell, if you press ESC, previous value will be restored 

- When Device Auto-allocation Parameter is not set, device is not allocated for automatic variable. 

- If the device auto-allocation parameter changes, the device for automatic variable may change. 

- Index device, #device, #index device can’t be used as automatic variable 
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Note  

- In case of inputting device in ladder program, memory allocation for automatic variable is done except 

already used device area 

Ex) In case device auto-allocation area is D0~D100, if D0 is already been using in program, 

when allocating automatic variable AA, D0 is not allocated for variable AA and D1 is allocated 

 

- After allocating memory for automatic variable, if that device is used in program, that device changes 

into variable. In case deleting automatic variable, variable in programs keeps its name and is 

displayed as error format 

Ex) In case device auto-allocation area is D0~D100, automatic variable AA is allocated to D0, if 

you use D0 in program, it changed variable AA automatically. 

 

- In case of changing area in device auto-allocation area and latch area of basic parameter, part 

duplicated with previous area is kept and not duplicated part is changed into new area. In case area 

is not included, sets N/A[Auto]. Program and variable window execute update. 

Ex) 1) When device auto-allocation area is changed from D0~D100 into M0~M100, memory 

allocation of variable AA which already is allocated D0, changes into M0.  

2) When device auto-allocation area is changed from D0~D100 into D10~M100, memory 

allocation of variable AA which already is allocated D10, doesn’t change. 

3) When device auto-allocation area D0~D100 is deleted, memory allocation of variable AA 

which already is allocated D0, changes into N/A[Auto]. 
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4.4.4  Registering Local Variable 
 

Registers local variable to be used in program. You can register local variable in Local Variable tap. 

 

1) Registering at local variable 
 

You can add, modify or delete variable at local variable list 

 

[Dialog box] 
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[Description of dialog box]  

a.  Variable Kind: VAR, VAR_EXTERNAL can be here  

- If you set this item as VAR_EXTERNAL, type, device, latch, used, comment column is not activated 

b.  Variable: duplicated variable name is not allowed. 

- Number can’t be used as the first character. 

- Special character can’t be used. (But,‘_’ can be used.) 

- Empty space can’t be used. 

-- Same name with device is not allowed (example: M4, P4, R9....) 

- In case all item in line are empty, if you input variable, type will be the BIT, default value 

c.  Type: total 22 types are available. 

- Basic type (22): (BIT, NIBBLE, BYTE, WORD, DWORD, LWORD, SINT, INT, DINT, LINT, USINT, UINT,  

  UDINT, ULINT, REAL, LREAL, STRING, TIMER0_1, TIMER1, TIMER10, TIMER100,  

  COUNTER) 

d.  Device: inputs device. If you don’t input device, automatically allocated area is displayed. 

- N/A[AUTO]: When device is not allocated automatically 

- Device[AUTO]: When device is allocated automatically (Example, D0000.0[AUTO]) 

e.  Latch: For automatic variable, sets non-latch, latch1, latch2 

- When allocating device, latch column is not activated 

- You can edit latch area at device area setting window of basic parameter 

f.  Used: displays whether it is used or not in program. 

g.  Comment: all kind of characters are allowed. 

- Use Ctrl + Enter for multi-line input 

h.  Effectiveness of line: Variable kind, variable, type are necessary for registering at global variable window 

- When line is not complete, that line is displayed as pink color 

 

4.4.5  Adding EXTERNAL Variable 
 

You can brings list made in Global Variable by adding EXTERNAL variable 

 

[Steps]  

1. Select [Edit]-[Add EXTERNAL variable] 

2. Dialog box for selecting global variable shows. 

3. If you input variable you want to find in Find Variable, then searches automatically. 

4. If you select Global Variable Item, you can sort the global variable according to All, general variable, 

special module related value. 

5. Check the Application column for adding and click OK 
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[Dialog box] 
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4.5 System Variable 
 

It is displayed only when selecting the tool integration project. It shows the list of high-speed link of 

communication modules and variables or devices used for setting up P2P. 

 

4.5.1 System Variables 
It displays the list of variables or devices set in the high-speed link and P2P windows.  

 

 

 

 
 

a.  Variable: Displayed when the variables are declared in the memory allocation.  

b.  Address: Displays the devices used in high-speed link and P2P windows.  

c.  Type: Displays the device types used in high-speed link and P2P windows. 

d.  The Number of types: Displays the number of types declared in high-speed link and P2P windows. 

e.  PLC Name/PLC Type: Displays the configuration name and CPU to which the high-speed link and P2P 

windows belong.  

f.  Range: Displays the range of the declared variable.  

-GLOBAL Variables declared by the device or variables registered to ‘Variable View’ tab of 

Variable/Comment.  

-FLAG: Declared by the flag variable or device; sub-items will be displayed depending on the flag type. 

g.   High-speed link: Ticked here when the variables or devices are used in the high-speed link window. 

h.   P2P: Ticked here when the variables or devices are used in the P2P window. 

i.  EIP: In case of applying Ethernet/IP module, ticked here when the variables or devices are used in the 

P2P window. 

j.  Annotation: Displays the position information of used variables.  

k.  Comment: Displays the comment on the variables. 

a         b      c    d      e         f      g   h   i       j             k 


	Chapter 4 Variable/Comment
	4.1   Variable/Comment
	4.1.1   View Variable
	4.1.2   View Device
	a.  Device: used to display the list of the variables/comments from the device input.
	b.  Type: used to display the list of the variables/comments with the device type selected.

	4.1.3   View Flag
	d. Block index: This will be active only for High Speed link and P2P flag. Only the flag item of the input block index will be displayed. (Example. If Block index 120 is input, it will be as shown below.)


	4.2   Variable/Comment Edit
	4.2.1   Variable/Comment Register
	1)  View Variable Register
	a.  Variable: The declared variable can not be duplicated with the identical name.
	-  A figure is unavailable for the first character.
	-  A special character is unavailable. (However,‘_’ is available.)
	-  Empty character is unavailable.
	-  A name identical to the device is unavailable. (Example. P0, PF,…)
	-  Hexadecimal format is unavailable. (Example. h23, hf,…)
	-  When all the lines are empty, the type of the variable if input will be BIT as the default.

	b.  Type: Available types to input are BIT, WORD and BIT/WORD only.
	-  For S device, BIT type only available.
	-  For Z, ZR, N device, WORD type only available.
	-  For T, C device, BIT/WORD type only available.
	-  And for other devices, BIT, WORD type only available.
	-  If the type is changed on the list of variables/comments declared, the device format will be
	changed as applicable to the type.

	c.  Device: The declared device can not be duplicated with the identical name.
	-  When all the lines are empty and a device is input, type of the device will be displayed with BIT,
	WORD or BIT/WORD according to the device format.
	-  If the device is changed on the list of variables/comments declared, the type will be changed to
	BIT, WORD or BIT/WORD as applicable to the device format.
	-  The device of the flag area can not be registered on the list of variables/comments.

	d.  Comment: All the characters are available to input.
	-  Use Ctrl + Enter key to apply the multi-line input.

	e.  Line Efficiency: [Variable] or [Comment] is required to register on the list of variables/comments.
	-  If nothing is registered on the list of variables/comments, it will be displayed in pink.


	2)  View Device Register
	a.  Variable: The declared variable can not be duplicated with the identical name.
	-  A figure is unavailable for the first character.
	-  A special character is unavailable. (However,‘_’ is available.)
	-  Empty character is unavailable.
	-  A name identical to the device is unavailable. (Example. P0, PF,…)
	-  Hexadecimal format is unavailable. (Example. h23, hf,…).

	b.  Comment: All the characters are available to input.
	-  Use Ctrl + Enter key to apply the multi-line input.



	4.2.2   Copy, Cut, Delete, Paste
	1)  Copy
	1.  Select the area to copy.
	2.  Select [Edit] - [Copy] on the menu.

	2)  Delete
	1.  Select the area to delete.
	2.  Select [Edit] - [Delete] on the menu.

	3)  Cut
	1.  Select the area to cut.
	2.  Select [Edit]-[Cut] on the menu.

	4)  Paste
	1.  Select the position to paste on.
	2.  Select [Edit]-[Paste] on the menu.
	3.  If the variable and the device are identical on the list of variables/comments, the dialog box will be called.
	a.  Number: used to display the duplicated number of the variables and devices to paste.
	b.  Replace: used to apply Paste.
	c.  Gray Line: used to display the existing list of variables/comments, which will not be edited.
	d.  White Line: used to display the list of variables/comments obtained from the clipboard, which will not  be edited.
	e.  OK: applies the lines of the selected check box. The existing list of variables/comments will be deleted to add a new list of variables/comments.
	f.  Cancel: The existing list of variables/comments will not be deleted, and a new the list of variables/ comments will not be applied accordingly.
	g.  Select All: used to check all the check boxes in the [Replace] column.
	h.  Reset: used to cancel all the selected check boxes in the [Replace] column.
	1.  Select the position to paste on.
	2.  Select [Edit]-[Paste] on the menu.
	3.  If the variable and the device are identical on the list of variables/comments, the dialog box will be called.
	a.   Number: used to display the duplicated number of the variables and devices to paste.
	b.   Replace: used to apply Paste.
	c.   Gray Line: used to display the data in the existing cell, which will not be edited.
	d.   White Line: If the variable or device of the data to paste is duplicated, it will be automatically increased and then displayed on the screen. In addition, the cell can be edited.
	e.   Select All: used to check all the check boxes in the [Replace] column.
	f.   Reset: used to cancel all the selected check boxes in the [Replace] column.




	4.2.3  Insert Line
	1.  Select the area to insert the lines into.

	4.2.4  Delete Line
	1.  Select the area to delete the lines from.
	2.  Select [Edit] - [Delete Line] on the menu.

	4.2.5   Automatic Fill
	1.  Move the mouse to the end of the cell and the mouse cursor will change to + shape.
	2.  Move the mouse upward and downward with its left button being pressed.
	a.  Variable: Since the variable can not be declared as duplicated, the Automatic Fill shall be always executed. The case with figures will be found to increase the figures automatically. If there is no figures in the variable, 1 is added at the end o...
	b.  Type: The cell will be filled with the value in copied type. If the device and the type are not identical, the device will change to conform to the type. If identical, the device will not change.
	c.  Device: Since the device can not be declared as duplicated, the Automatic Fill shall be always executed. The case with figures will be found to increase the figures automatically. If the device and the type are not identical, the type will change ...
	d.  Comment: If Automatic Fill is executed with Ctrl key being pressed, the figures area will automatically increase, and if with Ctrl key not pressed, it will be copied.

	4.2.6   Drag and Drop
	1.  Select the area to drag and drop.
	2.  The mouse cursor will change to the state available for drag and drop.
	3.  With the left mouse button being pressed, drag and drop the selected items onto a position to paste on.
	a.   Drag and drop is available onto Variable Monitoring Window.
	b.   Drag and drop is available onto LD Window.
	c.   Copy is available when drag and drop is executed onto Excel program.
	d.   Drag and drop is available onto Data Traces window.
	e.   Drag and drop is available onto View Variable of other XG5000 programs.
	f.   Drag and drop is available onto View Device of other XG5000 programs.

	4.2.7   Undo/Redo
	4.2.8   Export to File
	1.  Select [Edit] - [Export to File] on the menu.

	4.2.9   U Device Automatic Register
	1.  Set the special module on the slot in I/O parameter.
	2.  Select [Edit] - [Register Module Variable Comments] on the menu.

	4.2.10  Automatic Registration of Network Variables
	1)  How to create network variables
	1.  Register the CANOpen module in the project window and press ‘Apply’ button.
	2.  Then, the CANOpen module items will be created in the project window.
	3.  Click the CANOpen module items to execute the XG-CANopen tool.
	4.  Click the master items to select the registration information.
	5.  After setting up the device for diagnosis variable items in the PLC area, press ‘Apply’ button.
	6.  The allocated variable list will be displayed in the diagnosis variable table.

	2)  Automatic registration of Network variables
	1.  Click the menu [Edit]-[Automatic Registration of Network Variables].
	2.  Then, the message “Do you want to add the variable allocated from XG-CANopen to XG5000?” will be displayed.
	3.  Select [Yes] button].
	4.  Select ‘Variable/Comment’ in the project window.


	4.2.11   Preview
	1.  The window to previously show shall be displayed on the screen.
	2.  Select [Project]-[Preview] on the menu.

	4.2.12   Print
	1.  The window to print shall be displayed on the screen.
	2.  Select [Project]-[Print] on the menu.

	4.2.13  Convenient Functions
	1)  Align
	-  Double-click the column header to align in the descending sequence and in the ascending sequence.
	-  Presently aligned positions are displayed with the arrow direction.

	2)  View
	-  Screen Zoom-In: shows the screen magnified.
	-  Select [View]-[Zoom-In] on the menu.
	-  Screen Zoom-Out: shows the screen reduced.
	-  Select [View]-[Zoom-Out] on the menu.
	-  Use of Combo Box for screen Zoom-In/Zoom-Out.
	-  Select the magnification rate of  in the combo box of the toolbar.
	-  Width Automatic Adjust: adjusts the column size applicably to the String length of the cell.
	-  Select [View]-[Resize Width] on the menu.
	-  Height Automatic Adjust: adjusts the line height applicably to the String height of the cell.
	-  Select [View]-[Resize Height] on the menu.

	3)  Shortcut Keys

	4.2.14 EtherNet/IP Tag Export
	1. Select the menu [Project]-[Save EtherNet/IP tags to file].
	2. In the window to set up EtherNet/IP variable, click [Add Variable] button.
	3. You can see the variable is added to the window to set up EtherNet/IP variable.
	4. Click [Save] button in the window to set up EtherNet/IP variable.


	4.3 Sharing Variable
	4.3.1 Saving Variable/Comment
	1.  Select item to be saved in project window.
	2.  Select [Project]-[Save Variable Names to File]
	a. Item for saving: select item to be saved. -. If you check upper box, all lower boxes are checked. -. If you click on +, - button, tree is enlarged or reduced. - If you click one item, variables of selected item shows art right grid.
	b.  Application: only selected variable is saved.
	c.  File Path: specifies file path where CSV file is saved
	d.  Save: if you click on this button, the following dialog box shows. Set the file path and file name.
	e.  Cancel: CSV file is not created and the window is closed.

	4.3.2 CSV File Structure
	1. Remark: shows information (shows data for reference)
	Title: displays file format
	Date: displays file-created date
	Version: displays file version
	PLC Name: displays Configuration name
	CPU Type: displays CPU type
	2. Type: displays data type
	Scope: displays scope which tag is belonged to
	Variable: displays variable name
	Address: displays device of variable (displayed in XGK, XGI format)
	Data Type: displays data type (displayed in XGK, XGI format)
	Property: displays whether this variable is Auto-variable(A) read-only variable(R)
	Comment: displays comment of variable
	3. Tag: displays content of variable

	4.3.3 Import External Variable in XG-PD
	1.  Saves CSV file at XG5000 to be used in XG-PD. CPU type of XG5000 and XG-PD should be same.
	2.  Select area to use external variable in High-speed Link Block and click on right button of mouse. Select [Import variable name] in the created context menu
	3.  Click “File Open” and select file created by step 1. Then click on ‘Open’.
	4.  If you select item in data item, the variable list shows. Select variable in variable list and click ‘OK’
	5.  In High-Speed Link window, Read area, variable, variable comment is shown as below


	4.4  XGK Automatic Variable
	4.4.1  Global Variable
	4.4.2  Device Comment
	a.  Device: shows device comment list according to type
	b.  Type: show device comment list according to type
	-  WORD, only BIT/WORD are available
	-  For S device, only BIT type is available
	-  For Z, ZR, N device, only WORD type is available
	-  For T, C device, only BIT/WORD type is available
	-  For other devices, BIT/WORD type is available

	c.  Show defined comments: displays defined comments.

	4.4.3   Registering Global Variable
	1)  Registering in Global Variable
	a.   Variable kind: only VAR_GLOBAL can be here
	b.   Variable: duplicated variable name is not allowed. - Number can’t be used as the first character. - Special character can’t be used. (But,‘_’ can be used.) - Empty space can’t be used. - Same name with device is not allowed (example: M0, F0....) ...
	c.   Type: total 23 types are available. - Basic type (17): (BIT, NIBBLE, BYTE, WORD, DWORD, LWORD, SINT, INT, DINT, LINT, USINT, UINT,    UDINT, ULINT, REAL, LREAL, STRING, TIMER0_1, TIMER1, TIMER10, TIMER100,   COUNTER) - Additional type by Module (...
	d.   Device: inputs device. If you don’t input device, automatically allocated area is displayed. - N/A[AUTO]: When device is not allocated automatically - Device[AUTO]: When device is allocated automatically (Example, D0000.0[AUTO])
	e.   Latch: For automatic variable, sets non-latch, latch1, latch2 - When allocating device, latch column is not activated - You can edit latch area at device area setting window of basic parameter
	f.   Used: displays whether it is used or not in program.
	g.   Comment: all kind of characters are allowed. - Use Ctrl + Enter for multi-line input
	h.  Effectiveness of line: Variable kind, variable, type are necessary for registering at global variable window - When line is not complete, that line is displayed as pink color


	4.4.4   Registering Local Variable
	1)  Registering at local variable
	a.   Variable Kind: VAR, VAR_EXTERNAL can be here  - If you set this item as VAR_EXTERNAL, type, device, latch, used, comment column is not activated
	b.   Variable: duplicated variable name is not allowed. - Number can’t be used as the first character. - Special character can’t be used. (But,‘_’ can be used.) - Empty space can’t be used. -- Same name with device is not allowed (example: M4, P4, R9....
	c.   Type: total 22 types are available. - Basic type (22): (BIT, NIBBLE, BYTE, WORD, DWORD, LWORD, SINT, INT, DINT, LINT, USINT, UINT,    UDINT, ULINT, REAL, LREAL, STRING, TIMER0_1, TIMER1, TIMER10, TIMER100,    COUNTER)
	d.   Device: inputs device. If you don’t input device, automatically allocated area is displayed. - N/A[AUTO]: When device is not allocated automatically - Device[AUTO]: When device is allocated automatically (Example, D0000.0[AUTO])
	e.   Latch: For automatic variable, sets non-latch, latch1, latch2 - When allocating device, latch column is not activated - You can edit latch area at device area setting window of basic parameter
	f.   Used: displays whether it is used or not in program.
	g.   Comment: all kind of characters are allowed. - Use Ctrl + Enter for multi-line input
	h.   Effectiveness of line: Variable kind, variable, type are necessary for registering at global variable window - When line is not complete, that line is displayed as pink color


	4.4.5   Adding EXTERNAL Variable
	1.  Select [Edit]-[Add EXTERNAL variable]
	2.  Dialog box for selecting global variable shows.
	3.  If you input variable you want to find in Find Variable, then searches automatically.
	4.  If you select Global Variable Item, you can sort the global variable according to All, general variable, special module related value.
	5.  Check the Application column for adding and click OK


	4.5  System Variable
	4.5.1  System Variables
	a.   Variable: Displayed when the variables are declared in the memory allocation.
	b.   Address: Displays the devices used in high-speed link and P2P windows.
	c.   Type: Displays the device types used in high-speed link and P2P windows.
	d.   The Number of types: Displays the number of types declared in high-speed link and P2P windows.
	e.   PLC Name/PLC Type: Displays the configuration name and CPU to which the high-speed link and P2P windows belong.
	f.   Range: Displays the range of the declared variable.  -GLOBAL Variables declared by the device or variables registered to ‘Variable View’ tab of Variable/Comment.  -FLAG: Declared by the flag variable or device; sub-items will be displayed dependi...
	g.    High-speed link: Ticked here when the variables or devices are used in the high-speed link window.
	h.    P2P: Ticked here when the variables or devices are used in the P2P window.
	i.   EIP: In case of applying Ethernet/IP module, ticked here when the variables or devices are used in the P2P window.
	j.   Annotation: Displays the position information of used variables.
	k.   Comment: Displays the comment on the variables.



	 A portion of F, L and K device is Read Only device. The color of the background will be displayed in gray, and the cell can not be edited.
	-  View Flag can not declared since the flags are Read Only variables.
	-  If any error occurs during the cell edit, it will be impossible to move to the next cell.
	-  Press ESC key to recover the previous value during the cell edit.
	-  How to select the area is as follows;
	-  Use the mouse to select the cell of (0,0) in order to select the whole table
	-  Select [Edit] - [Select All] in order to select the whole table.
	-  Use the mouse to select the column header of the cell in order to select the whole columns.
	-  Use the mouse to select the row header of the cell in order to select the whole rows.
	-  Use the mouse to drag the part of the cell in order to select the area. 
	-  Use Shift + Arrow keys on the keyboard in order to select the area.
	-  View Flag can not be edited exclusively for Read.
	-  If all items are identical, the cell cannot be edited, while if partially identical, the cell can be edited.
	- If the number of the columns saved in the clipboard is greater than the number of the columns to paste, it is not possible to paste.
	-  If the data saved in the clipboard is greater than the number of the lines to paste, it is not possible to paste.
	-  Paste in View Device will regard the data saved in the clipboard as the partial columns.
	-  Paste is not available in View Flag but in other Excel program.
	-  If no cell is selected, one cell will be added to the last line.
	-  If Enter key or Tab key is selected at the last of the lines, a new line will be created.
	-  It is available only in View Variable.
	-  If no cell is selected, [Delete Line] will not be executed.
	-  It is available only in View Variable.
	-  If Automatic Fill is executed with an empty cell, it will be deleted.
	-  Automatic Fill is available for many cells.
	-  It is available only in View Variable and View Device.
	-  Data is not moved but just copied always when dragged and dropped.
	-  Paste is not available in View Flag.
	-  In View Variable, if the data is moved to other windows or a variable is added in LD and IL, all the  
	  information for Undo/Redo will disappear.
	-  In View Device, if the device item changes, all the information for Undo/Redo will disappear.
	-  It is not used in View Flag.
	-  It is available only in View Variable.
	-  Delete all the existing information of the U devices to add on the list of variables/comments referring to
	  the presently specified I/O parameter.
	-  By changing the size of the column, the window previously displayed on the screen can be adjusted.
	-  In View Device, all the areas of the specified type will be displayed on the Previous View screen.
	-  In View Variable, incomplete variables displayed on the present screen will be also displayed on the
	 Preview screen.
	-  By changing the size of the column, the details to be printed on paper can be adjusted.
	-  In View Device, all the areas of the specified type will be printed.
	-  In View Variable, incomplete variables displayed on the present screen will be also printed.
	-  It is available only in View Variable and View Flag.
	-  If the View mode changes to View Variable, types and devices will be aligned to display. 
	-  In case ‘ ” ’ is used in comment, it changes into ‘ $Q ’ in CSV file  
	-  In case ‘ $ ’ is used in comment, it changes into “ $$ ” in CSV file 
	-  Device is different according to CPU type.
	-  Background of read-only device is gray and shell can’t be edited 
	-  When editing shell, if error occurs, it is displayed as pink color
	-  When editing shell, if you press ESC, previous value will be restored
	-  When Device Auto-allocation Parameter is not set, device is not allocated for automatic variable.
	-  If the device auto-allocation parameter changes, the device for automatic variable may change.
	-  Index device, #device, #index device can’t be used as automatic variable
	-  After allocating memory for automatic variable, if that device is used in program, that device changes into variable. In case deleting automatic variable, variable in programs keeps its name and is displayed as error format
	-  In case of changing area in device auto-allocation area and latch area of basic parameter, part duplicated with previous area is kept and not duplicated part is changed into new area. In case area is not included, sets N/A[Auto]. Program and variable window execute update.
	3) When device auto-allocation area D0~D100 is deleted, memory allocation of variable AA which already is allocated D0, changes into N/A[Auto].

